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the copyright act - jacquesm ====== chrisjsmith I used to follow the DMCA
process for my own music. 1\. Contact the ISP 2\. Force them to block the website

where the music you hold a copyright over is being sold. They get a great
reputation for being friendly and helpful. 3\. Contact the websites admin and say
that your clients are spammers, and if they don't make it stop you will prosecute

them. Even if the copyright holder doesn't care in the slightest. 4\. They stop
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selling your music so your client can't abuse the DMCA process against them. 5\.
Repeat until word goes around that the ISP is not to be trusted and that the admin
of the website can and will be prosecuted if they don't stop selling your music. 6\.
Enjoy the blocked website. I feel that it is perfectly acceptable to threaten to take
the DMCA route against a website that is both spamming and selling music. With
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